A multidimensional self-report questionnaire to evaluate job-related stress factors is presented. The questionnaire, called Maugeri Stress Index -reduced form (MASI-R), aims to assess the impact of job strain on a team or on a single worker by considering four domains: wellness, resilience, perception of social support, and reactions to stressful situations.
Introduction
It is well known that job stress is responsible for poor work performance, high absenteeism, less work productivity, and several diseases. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Recently, results from thirteen independent cohort studies in Europe indicated that job strain is responsible for coronary heart disease, as are lifestyle and orthodox risk factors. 6 The population's attributable risk for job strain was 3.4%, which is lower than that for smoking habits (36%), abdominal obesity (20%), and physical inactivity (12%). However, the INTERHEART study 7 showed that work stress doubled the risk of coronary heart disease.
In Finland, the increase in job strain was associated with an increase in the risk of requiring a disability pension. Moreover, as regarding men, a positive association between cardiovascular diseases and an increased risk of disability pension was found. 8 Mental health caused disabling conditions in 9% of the population in the UK, and estimations for the 2001-2002 prevalence of self-reported illness caused or made worse by work classified stress, depression, or anxiety as the second most commonly reported illness. 
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Within this context, in 2010, in Italy, a governmental commission published several indications for the evaluation of stress. The commission identified a preliminary phase and a second phase for in-depth examination. Instruments for self-evaluation such as psychometric tests are recommended during the second phase. In this context of changes in the cultural and legislative background, the authors have taken the opportunity to contribute to the development of models for the identification and assessment of stress, responding to the demand for specific measurement instruments.
Data from the literature as well as normative requirements suggest the need for methods for the early identification of stress in workers. Some instruments have already been developed, such as the Job Content Questionnaire, [10] [11] [12] the Work Organization Assessment Questionnaire, 13 and the Effort-Reward Imbalance Questionnaire. 14, 15 These instruments are considered complementary sources since they are based on different concepts of the work-related stress. They are mainly focused on measuring the job climate, the facets of job organization, or the balance between effort and reward, but an in-depth examination of individual resources and capabilities is lacking.
Newman and Beehr 16 underlined that job stress is a situation wherein job-related factors interact with the worker to change his/her psychological and/or physiological condition, forcing a person to deviate from normal functioning. From this viewpoint, the focus is not the stressful situation or the subjective perception, but the interaction between these two components.
In agreement with this rationale, we developed a new multidimensional instrument called the Maugeri Stress Index (MASI) designed to investigate individual resources for coping with stressful situations on the job. The instrument was developed for an in-depth examination, but it is also usable in the preliminary phase and for monitoring homogeneous groups of workers when individual resources play a critical role in coping with the demands arising from organizational changes. The development of the instrument has involved mainly health care professionals. This group of workers represents a category particularly at risk for the development of job stress, and for this reason they can be considered a representative sample of the target population.
The first version was tested on a restricted sample (n=329) and has already been published with some clinical qualities and some limitations. 17 The aims of this study were to develop a shorter form of the questionnaire using an item reduction procedure and to assess the psychometric properties of the resulting instrument using the Rasch measurement model.
Materials and methods
The MASI ( Figure S1 ) requires participants to express their level of agreement with 51 items on a five-point Likert scale (never, little, enough, much, very much). The questionnaire is composed of four main scales including 47 items: Wellness (eleven items), Resilience (20 items), Perception of social support (nine items), and Negative coping styles (seven items). Further, a Lie scale (four items) is included. A high score on the index shows perceived eustress.
Previously, Giorgi et al 17 studied the dimensionality of the instrument by using exploratory factor analysis. In the study here presented, we analyzed the internal consistency of the MASI and its factorial structure by using structural equation models (SEMs). 18 Therefore, starting with these results, we developed a reduced form of the instrument, the Maugeri Stress Index -reduced form (MASI-R), which is described in this paper. The psychometric properties of the MASI-R are analyzed using the Rasch measurement model. 
Participants
The sample comprised 1,182 participants (females: 57.6%; males: 42.4%) with a mean age of 45.7 years (standard deviation =9.0). A large portion of participants (76.1%) were employees or health professionals. Other subjects engaged in the study were factory workers (15.1%), teachers (4.6%), and managers (4.2%). Of the sample, 93.9% had a permanent work contract and 38.0% were shift workers. All the participants filled in the questionnaire voluntarily after a short motivational presentation made by a psychologist. Each participant provided written informed consent for the use of data in anonymous form.
Missing data
Participants who omitted at least 25% of responses (13 items) were not considered in the analysis. Therefore, seven subjects were removed, and 1,175 units were used for analysis. Regarding SEM analysis, the remaining missing data were replaced by the mean of the responses for each item. By contrast, for the Rasch analysis, only the complete cases were considered, leading to a total sample of 904 subjects.
statistical analyses
Analyses were conducted to study the reliability of the MASI and its factorial structure. 
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The confirmatory factor analysis was used to test and improve the fit of the data for the hypothesized four-factor model (see "Missing data" section). The confirmatory factor analysis is part of the general methodology of the SEM and allows us to test causal relations between latent and observed variables. The analysis was started by building an independence model, assuming uncorrelated latent factors. As a second step, we tested the presence of relations between the latent factors, performing a model comparison. We used the independence model as a baseline.
Step by step, we imposed covariance relations among factors, looking for an improvement in the fit. A similar methodology was applied to select the items in order to reduce their number and to simplify the instrument.
To make model comparisons, we used the Akaike information criterion (AIC) 20 and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) 21 to identify which model was better. 22, 23 Since the best model has the lowest indices, we compared the information criteria of a complex model with those of the simpler one, obtaining two differences: ΔAIC and ΔBIC.
A negative difference indicates that the complex model is better than the simpler one; a difference of ΔBIC #-2 is generally accepted as positive evidence for the difference between two models. 24 In contrast to the AIC, the BIC penalizes greatly complex models: a very complex model would have to improve the fit substantially in order for BIC to choose it as the best. The fit indices used to evaluate the models are summarized in Table 1 .
The item properties were analyzed using the partial credit model, 25 a polytomous formulation of the Rasch model. The Rasch model is a well-known one-parameter logistic model, commonly applied for the evaluation of the properties of a unidimensional psychometric test with an ordinal response scale. It assumes that the probability of a person producing a positive outcome to an item depends on the distance between the person's ability and the item's difficulty.
In contrast to the classical test theory and the SEM approach, the Rasch model is centered on the study of items and their properties. The model tests the calibration of the instrument on a population, putting persons' abilities and item difficulties into the same scale. It can distinguish between the easiest and hardest items and evaluate if the instrument leads to a reliable measure of the latent trait.
The scales of the MASI were studied separately, fitting one partial credit model for each scale. The reliability was evaluated using the separation index G for persons (G P ) and items (G I ) and the person separation reliability R, which corresponds to Cronbach's α. 26 A high variability in persons' abilities and in item difficulties is necessary so that the measurement is reliable. G p quantifies the number of strata of abilities that the instrument can separate and identify as different; a low value (G P ,2) is a sign that the instrument may not be sensitive enough to distinguish between individuals with high and low performance abilities. 27 By contrast, a low G I value (G I ,3) indicates that either the variance of item difficulties is too small or the sample is not large enough.
Item properties have been evaluated using two popular indices: 27 Infit (information-weighted fit) and Outfit (outliersensitive fit). Both indices are calculated based on the mean square of standardized residuals for items, but Outfit is more sensitive to outliers than Infit. Acceptable values range between 0.6 and 1.4;
28 lower values indicate underfit (ie, the presence of unexplained variance) and higher values indicate overfit (ie, redundancy in the set of items).
The unidimensionality of each scale was assessed by evaluating the strength of correlations between residuals and the results of the principal component analysis performed on the residuals. 29 Since the Rasch analysis extracts the first, and theoretically, the only latent component within each scale, residuals should be constituted only by random noise. A simple rule of thumb 27 is that if the residuals are constituted by pure random noise, the eigenvalue of the first extracted component must be less than 2 (ie, a strength of less than two items). Furthermore, we used the Martin-Löf test, 30 which splits the scale into two clusters of items on the basis of the median difficulty and performs a likelihood ratio test. Unidimensionality is highlighted by a nonsignificant χ 2 value. Analyses were performed in the R environment, 31 using the packages lavaan 0.5-11 32 for the confirmatory factor analysis and eRm 0.15-0 33 for the Rasch analysis.
Results
internal consistency of the Masi
The internal consistency, measured by the Cronbach's α, appeared good for the scales Wellness (α=0.94) and Resilience (α=0.89). In contrast, for the scales Perception 
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Massidda et al of social support (α=0.64) and Negative coping styles (α=0.65), the values were not so good, although they were acceptable. We considered the correlation between each item and the total score of the respective scale (calculated excluding the target item). Within the scale of perception of social support, we identified four items with an item-total correlation lower than 0.3. These items were: 4, 13, 17, and 28 (the content of items are reported in Figure S1 ). Whereas the item-total correlation for items 4 and 28 were near 0.3, the indices for items 13 and 17 were lower than 0.2. The most problematic item was 13, because the Cronbach's α of the respective scale increased if this item was deleted.
We observed a medium-sized Pearson's correlation between the scales Resilience and Wellness (r=0.53, P,0.001) and between Resilience and Perception of social support (r=0.45, P,0.001).
Confirmatory factor analysis of the MASI
The confirmatory factor analysis started with the estimation of the independence model, assuming uncorrelated latent dimensions. All parameters were estimated to be significantly different from zero for P,0.001. For the Wellness scale, the standardized parameters ranged between 0.61 and 0.87, while the values for the Resilience scale were between 0.33 and 0.71. In the Perception of social support scale, the coefficients ranged between 0.11 and 0.66 (item 13 was the only one that was significant for P,0.01). Finally, in the Negative coping styles scale, the values ranged between 0.35 and 0.55.
The goodness-of-fit indices highlighted a poor fit (comparative fit index [CFI] =0.78, nonnormed fit index [NNFI] =0.77, root mean squares error of approximation [RMSEA] =0.06). Therefore, we proceeded to free the covariance relations between the latent dimensions one by one, looking for an improvement. We released, in sequence, the covariance parameters for Wellness, Resilience, and Perception of social support. In the last step, we freed the covariance relations with the Negative coping styles scale. At each step, the new model was compared with the previous one using the difference in AIC and BIC. The progressive deletion of constraints in covariance parameters improved the model (CFI =0.82, NNFI =0.81, RMSEA =0.06).
item reduction procedure
In order to develop a short form of the MASI, we implemented an item selection procedure to reduce the length of the questionnaire. As a first step, starting from the identified model in the "Confirmatory factor analysis of the MASI" section (correlated factors), we deleted selected items one by one, looking for a better internal consistency. The candidate items for deletion were those with an item-total correlation of less than 0.3 and those that, if deleted, caused an increase in the Cronbach α. We deleted three items from the scale Perception of social support (13, 17, and 4), three items from the scale Resilience (36, 8, and 22), and two items from the Negative coping styles scale (38 and 15). The resulting model showed a better fit than the starting model (CFI =0.86, NNFI =0.85, RMSEA =0.06).
As the second step, using SEM, we tested the presence of covariance between errors. Inspecting modification indices, we identified several candidate parameters to free, concentrating our attention on items with semantic similarities in content. Table 2 reports the pairs of correlated items analyzed.
Freeing these parameters one at a time, AIC and BIC showed an improvement of the fit for each step; further, the final model showed better fit indices (CFI =0.89, NNFI =0.88, RMSEA =0.05) than the starting one.
Since the semantic content of several items was very similar, we kept only one item from each pair, considering the relevance of the item in a clinical perspective as driving principle for the choice. Competing items are reported in Table 2 , with bold items being included in the final model. In one case (6S and 11S), we deleted both items, and in two cases, (items 33 and 25 and items 29 and 39) we kept both items. The final model considered item 37, marked in bold in Figure S1 , which constitutes the short version of the tool, called MASI-R. 
I am enriched by new experiences.
28. In the moments of difficulty at work, i count on the support of relatives and/or friends. 
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The Masi-r for job stress assessment rasch analysis of the Masi-r Preliminarily, we evaluated the possible presence of a differential item functioning on the scales. Using the regression approach, we tested the invariance of item scores across several clusters of subjects, taking into account the sex of participants, their age, the presence/absence of job shifts, and the length of service. For each scale, F-tests sometimes showed significant results at the 5% level, but the effect sizes were always very low (η 2 ,0.05). Since the effect of these variables on the total scores was not noticeable, they were not considered significant.
Regarding the issue of reliability, the results of the analyses on the MASI-R were similar to the results of the analyses on the MASI. The person reliability appeared good for the scales Wellness (R=0.89) and Resilience (R=0.89) and were acceptable for the scales Perception of social support (R=0.70) and Negative coping styles (R=0.50). In the two latter scales, the persons' separation indices seemed critical: G P =1.52 for Perception of social support and G P =0.99 
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Both Infit and Outfit were always good (Table 3 ) and neither underfit nor overfit affected the items. Figure 2 depicts the calibration of the instrument, comparing the distribution of the persons' abilities and item difficulties along the logit scale. For each panel, the scores on the left side represent persons with high stress (ie, low "ability"), while the right side represents persons with low stress (ie, high "ability"). Similarly, the item thresholds are ordered from easiest to hardest. The matched distributions of persons' abilities and item difficulties show that difficulties cover the abilities quite well. This is confirmed by the separation indices G I , for which the values are always good (Wellness:
15.10, Resilience: 6.80, Perception of social support: 11.01, Negative coping styles: 4.55), showing that the variances of item difficulties are adequate for measuring latent dimensions because they cover the entire spectrum of each trait.
Finally, we tested the actual unidimensionality of the MASI-R scales. For each one, all of the correlations between residuals were lower than 0.4 (rarely did they exceed 0.3). Further, the eigenvalues estimated by the principal component analyses were always lower than 2. Moreover, the MartinLöf test confirmed that no other components appeared to be present within the four scales: χ 2 values were never significant.
Discussion
This paper presents the MASI-R, a new psychometric instrument that aims to screen for job stress. The instrument is structured as a self-report questionnaire that is relatively short but psychometrically comprehensive. It is easy to administer and can be completed quickly by most respondents. The MASI-R allows us to obtain a reliable measure of exposure to workplace stress and its impact on workers.
Using four correlated subscales (Wellness, Resilience, Perception of social support, Negative copying styles) and a Lie index, the questionnaire measures several dimensions that determine the total index. The total index can be obtained as the sum of responses (coded from 1 to 5). When the response pattern presents missing items, these values can be estimated by the mean of the provided responses.
The MASI-R originates from a reduction of the original longer MASI, whose scales include an overall pool of 47 items. Using an item selection procedure, we selected and removed those items that did not adequately contribute to the measurement. The structure of the instrument was further improved using an SEM. Redundant items were deleted, keeping only those considered relevant in a clinical perspective. The Rasch model indicated good item properties with neither underfit, overfit, nor differential item functioning between population strata. Furthermore, item difficulties covered the persons' abilities quite well.
The scales of Wellness and Resilience showed the best internal consistency. The first one refers to a general condition of wellness, serenity, and satisfaction; it is defined by the absence of negative symptoms and by the presence of optimism regarding the work experience. The Resilience scale evaluates skills such as tenacity, flexibility, and the ability to deal with problems on the job.
The other two scales have a restricted number of items. Perception of social support explores a component that 
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The Masi-r for job stress assessment plays a fundamental role in stress and burnout, consisting of the perception of adequate support and assistance from colleagues and superiors. 34 By contrast, the Negative coping styles scale investigates the presence of social isolation, behavioral disengagement, anxiety, or irritability in reaction to stressor situations. For both scales, we registered low persons' separation indices. This was probably due to the small number of items included in the scales, but it might also indicate a restricted ability range within the selected sample. 27 The MASI-R assumes stress as a general and unidimensional latent factor that shows itself in a broad spectrum of facets. These facets are clustered in the four identified components. According to this point of view, the four extracted factors are different expressive features of the same latent trait. Since the factors depend on the same underlying trait, they are strictly related. The correlation between the four latent traits suggests that the number of items could be further reduced and the total score could be used as a uniform one-factorial measure. Future studies are required in this direction.
Recently, a study regarding the discriminant validity of the MASI-R was published 35 and the results show that workers exposed to workplace mobbing showed higher work stress levels compared to the control group in all aspects measured. 
Conclusion
In summary, using only 37 items, the MASI-R can measure the perception of wellness and support, the resilience capability, and the behavioral reactions of individuals coping with stressful situations in the workplace. Further, unlike other instruments, the MASI-R provides a Lie index capable of identifying cheating responders, a phenomenon that can occur in workplace contexts. It is focused on the relation between the worker and stressful situations on the job, and it could be used to drive interventions centered on the interaction between the work environment and individual perceptions and resources.
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Supplementary material
Figure S1 list of the items included into the Masi, the full version of the questionnaire. Notes: Only the bold items are included in the Masi-r (33 items). items from the lie control scale (4 items) are marked with an asterisk. Abbreviation: Masi-r, Maugeri stress index -reduced form.
